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Looking for a great noise cancelling wireless bud? @danamicorg says the Huawei #FreebudsPro is a premium pick.

Huawei adds to its audio line-up once again this time aiming squarely at the premium category with the new Huawei Freebuds Pro. @danamic.org

Happy anniversary to the #DigITsch program! Here’s to many more years of spreading digital skills education to build a more digitally inclusive world. #TECH4ALL tinyurl.com/2dc99am

So you’ve heard of smart cars but what about smart roads?

China’s Huawei Develops Smart Roads That Talk to Driverless Cars. The abstract concept of connected vehicles becomes easier to grasp at a test site in eastern China. @bloomberg.com
Economic and Technological Impact

Huawei's NEW Global Connectivity Index 2020 includes:
- Latest global ICT trends & insights into the new normal
- GCI scores & stats across nations worldwide. See More

Huawei USA
Yesterday at 12:00 AM

Huawei's Global Connectivity Index report provides insights into the latest global ICT trends & how nations are performing in terms of ICT maturity based on 40 indicators spanning tech enablers; broadband, cloud, IoT & AI. See 2020's results: https://tinyurl.com/GCI2020#GCI

Shaping the New Normal with Intelligent Connectivity
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